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What is a body paragraph?

◦ A body paragraph is a group of  related sentences about a particular 

topic or idea directly relating to the thesis. Because essays are 

composed of  multiple body paragraphs, writing and organizing 

good paragraphs is one of  the most important aspects of  creating a 

well-organized and developed essay.



What is in your body paragraph?

1. Topic sentence

2. Context #1

3. Quote #1

4. Analysis #1

5. Transition to second quote

6. Context #2

7. Quote #2

8. Analysis #2

9. Transitional Sentence



Topic Sentence

◦A sentence that expresses the main idea of  the paragraph

◦ What are you talking about in this paragraph?

For Outcome B2:

Topic sentences will be the main idea of  your paragraph– what is 

your claim??? What are you talking about?



Context

◦What does your reader need to know about the quote you 

use BEFORE you use the quote. 

◦Background information

◦What is the quote about?



Quote

◦Lead-in

◦Direct Quote

◦MLA Citation



What is a Lead-in?

◦ It is your job to remind your reader of  the situation surrounding the quote. 

So, when inserting quotes, be sure to include the SPEAKER (if  applicable) 

and the SITUATION. 

◦ Examples: 

◦ Juliet says to Romeo on the balcony, “Wherefore art thou Romeo?” 

(Shakespeare 803).

◦ In addition, while spending Christmas at Finches Landing, Francis tells Scout, 

“. . . 

◦ Furthermore, when Scout and Jem are walking home from the pageant, “. . . 



What do I need with my direct quotation?

◦Check for spelling of  the quote

◦Surround your quotation with quotation marks: “ and ” 

◦Format:

Juliet says to Romeo on the balcony, “Wherefore art thou 

Romeo?” (Shakespeare 803).



What is an MLA citation?

Make sure you CITE WHERE YOU GOT YOUR QUOTE!

After you close your quotation marks, open you parentheses. 

After your MLA citation, close your parentheses. 

End of  sentence punctuation remains outside the parentheses.  

Juliet says to Romeo on the balcony, “Wherefore art 

thou Romeo?” (Shakespeare 803).



Analysis + Connection

Analysis: Explain and relate your evidence (QUOTE) to topic sentence/literary device

Connection: How does it show the thematic statement? 

Not “love,” but “young love is dumb”

Not “youth,” but what is the author TELLING US about “youth”?



Concluding Sentence

◦Signal to your reader the end of  your paragraph

◦Re-word topic sentence to summarize paragraph and 

transition to next paragraph.

◦1 sentence

◦Consider using a transition word (sign-posts)


